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The Davies Building is a three story, brick commercial building which faces 
east on Kansas avenue, the main shopping street in downtown Topeka. The building's 
design has been influenced by the High Victorian Italianate style.

The first story has been extensively remodeled and the original building 
surface has been covered with black ceramic tile on the south side and green marble 
on the north. The original stone piers to either side of the building and the 
columns which frame the centrally placed entrance to the upper stories still remain. 
The columns, one to either side of a single door, have teen raised on rusticated 
plinths. The shafts of the columnsjiave been smoothly TTrTt"sTieir"a"nd are crowned 
with a stylized Corinthian order. Resting~~on"tTi!e~"abaci are large brackets with * * ' 
recessed panels carved with stylized acanthus leaves. A carved frieze connects 
the tops of the brackets. The brackets appear to support a two story oriel window 
which makes the already out of proportion columns seem even smaller. The entranceway, 
which was originally arched, has been covered over.

The upper two stories appear much as they did originally, though the facade was 
painted a light yellow in the 1960's, destroying the pleasing contrast between the 
brick and the limestone trim. The facade has been ^symmetrically arranged with a 
two story oriel window as the central bay. The facade ha^Jbe^o.^£nxiched by several 
finely executed brick moldings and stone carvings whicTTadd an interesting texture 
by modulating light and shade on the face of the building. A limestone string 
course separates the first and second stories. There are two double-hung windows 
with transoms separated between floors by two rectangular panels of bricks laid to 
resemble billet molding on the oriel. The area above the second story windows on 
the oriel has been decorated with two recessed panels.

To either side of the oriel on each story are three double-hung windows with 
transoms that have been separated with thin brick piers divided by a limestone 
block at the lower line of the transom. A limestone string course visually divides 
the second and third stories by running along the top of the windows. Above this 
stringcourse is another band of limestone molding which has been carved with vegetative 
motifs. The three windows to either side of the oriel align with those below. The 
brick piers separating the windows have been accented with limestone bases and blocks 
at a line established by the transoms. The window groupings are capped by a smooth band 
of limestone and have been completed by a segmental arch which is crowned by a 
carved stone molding and has dressed limestone impost blocks. Between the arch, which 
has been formed of brick and limestone voussoirs, is an area which has been divided 
into three parts by the continuation of the window piers and filled in with a billet 
molding formed by bricks. The entablature projects out slightly from the face of the 
building and is composed of a series of concave molded brick brackets which support 
the cornice. Above the cornice is a band of metal flashing.
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The Davies Building at 725, 727 Kansas avenue in Topeka was erected in 1887 
for local investor B. M. Davies.

Davies, who had earlier engaged in the hardware and lumber business in Illinois, 
came to Topeka in 1877 and with his brother James purchased a Topeka lumber yard. 
The Davies Brothers Lumber Co. was for the next ten years one of the largest and 
most successful in the state. Benjamin Davies was also associated with a Topeka 
bank and was an active investor in real estate.

Topeka building permit number 5349 was issued May 17, 1887, for the Davies 
Building. The estimated cost of the structure was $10,000 and the projected 
completion time was September, 1887. According to newspaper reports excavation 
for the building had begun in early May. By mid-July the frame had been raised, 
and the cut stone and red brick front was in place in August. By September 27, 
1887, the building was completed and the tenants were open for business.

(The architect who designed the building has not yet been identified. A 
newspaper story one year later reported that architect T.H. Lescher was preparing 
plans for B. M. Davies for a building at 732 Kansas. Whether or not Davies retained 
the same architect isn't known,but the possibility exists that Lescher also designed 
the first building.)

A variety of tenants have occupied the building. From all indications there has 
always been at least one jewelry firm in the building. A current occupant, Wolfe's 
Jewelers, has been a prime tenant since 1898. In the late 1890's Dr. C. F. Menninger 
had his office there for several years and around the turn of the century architects 
J. C. Holland and Frank Squires were officed there. The Washburn College School 
of Law used the second floor from 1911 to 1913.

Davies retained ownership of the building until his death in 1913.

The Davies Building has continued to house businesses and offices. It is one 
of the last remaining commercial buildings which date from Topeka's boom period of 
the late 1880's. Although the building has been altered on the ground floor, it 
is still distinguished by the fine quality of its craftsmanship in the stone carving 
and brick moldings. The Davies Building is an important link with the past and 
adds variation to a generally nondescript commercial area.
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